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Abstract. A new thermal helium beam diagnostic has been implemented as plasma

edge diagnostic at the ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) tokamak. The helium beam is built

to measure the electron density ne and temperature Te simultaneously with high

spatial and temporal resolution in order to investigate steady-state as well as fast

transport processes in the plasma edge region. For the thermal helium beam emission

line ratio spectroscopy, neutral helium is locally injected into the plasma by a piezo

valve. This enabled the measurement of the line resolved emission intensities of seven

He I lines for different plasma scenarios in AUG. The different line ratios can be

used together with a collisional-radiative model (CRM) to reconstruct the underlying

electron temperature and density. Ratios from the same spin species are used for the

electron density reconstruction, whereas spin mixed ratios are sensitive to electron

temperature changes. The different line ratios as well as different CRMs are tested

for their suitability for diagnostic applications. Furthermore their consistency in

calculating identical parameters is validated and the resulting profiles are compared to

other available diagnostics at AUG.
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1. Introduction

In devices for the magnetic confinement of fusion plasmas, such as tokamaks or

stellarators, the plasma column outside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) features

a rapid decay. In this region of open field lines, called scrape-off layer (SOL), heat

and power are transported to the divertor via parallel transport or directly to the wall

mainly due to convection by filaments. These mechanisms can seriously damage the

first wall materials of the devices. Therefore, diagnostics for the SOL electron density

ne and electron temperature Te with high spatial and temporal resolution are required

to understand the filamentary structures as well as the power fluxes across the LCFS.

The active line ratio spectroscopy on He I emission lines offers these diagnostic

capabilities. It enables the evaluation of the electron temperature and density

simultaneously out of the measurement of at least three He I transitions.

While ne measurements are also provided by the Li-beam diagnostic [1] as well as

reflectometry [2], Te is not readily available in this region of AUG. The electron cyclotron

emission (ECE) diagnostic suffers from optical thin plasmas, the Thomson scattering

(TS) diagnostic from the low signal levels and Langmuir probe measurements can only

be done in weakly heated discharges.

The first idea of using helium line ratio spectroscopy for diagnostic purposes came up

in the nineteen-fifties [3]. The main barriers for application were the poor knowledge of

the excitation cross-sections needed for the collisional-radiative model (CRM) as well as

low experimental light intensities. Big progress on the CRM had been bade by Brosda

and co-authors [4], leading to the first application of a thermal helium beam in a fusion

plasmas in the TEXTOR experiment in 1992 [5].

Helium line ratio spectroscopy can be applied on background helium as done in MST [6],

NAGDIS-II [7], ASDEX Upgrade [8], heliac devices [9, 10] and the FT-2 tokamak [11].

For bigger devices, improved spatial resolution can be achieved by actively injecting

helium into the plasma either by a supersonic beam [12] as done in TEXTOR [13]

and TJ-IU [14]. An effusive as well as a thermal helium source had also been used at

TEXTOR [13, 15]. Further, a thermal helium beam had been used in JET [16], the

RFX reversed field pinch [17], RFX-mod [18, 19], W7-X [20] and is planned for WEST

[21].

The conventional approach is to use the singlet/singlet (s/s) ratio of 667.8 nm and

728.1 nm for density evaluation and the triplet/singlet (t/s) ratio of 706.5 nm and

728.1 nm for temperature determination [5, 15]. The reason for this is that these lines

with similar intensities are lying relatively close together which facilitates spectroscopic

measurements.

Investigation of the temperature and density behaviour of He I lines has been done in

linear plasma test stands [22, 23]. Although an extensive overview of possible helium

lines was achieved, only a small range of plasma parameters, especially at lower densities,

could be covered which made it difficult to predict the application possibilities for larger

devices.
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In order to expand the line ratio technique to other helium line ratios, the absolute

emission intensity of seven He I transitions were measured by a spectrometer in AUG.

The different ratios were compared to select the ones with the best dependencies in a

parameter range of 1× 1018 m−3 < ne < 4× 1019 m−3 and 5 eV < Te < 250 eV, which

are typical parameters for the SOL and pedestal region of AUG. The radially resolved

emission information is used to validate a new CRM for He [24, 25].

This paper describes the implementation of a thermal helium beam [26] as plasma

edge diagnostic for ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) as well as the results gained during the

first experimental campaign: The physical basics of the helium line ratio spectroscopy

are explained in section 2 and the implementation of the new thermal helium beam

diagnostic in the ASDEX Upgrade experiment is described in section 3. In section 4

the experimental results are covered. In section 5 multiple line ratios are investigated

in order to identify suitable combinations showing a strong dependence on electron

temperature and density changes. The new CRM is used to discriminate the effect of

Te and ne on the behaviour of the line ratios.

The achieved results with different atomic data bases are compared in section 6 and

bench-marked with well-established diagnostics. Finally, in section 7, the first results of

the thermal helium beam at AUG are summarised which lead to hardware enhancements

in order to gain spatially and temporally highly resolved ne(r, t) and Te(r, t) profiles in

the SOL of AUG for the upcoming campaigns.

2. Diagnostic principle of helium line ratio spectroscopy

For neutral helium the electronic system is divided into singlet and triplet states as

shown in the Grotrian diagram of He in Figure 1. The simplicity of this two electron

system, which is easier to describe compared to other noble gases where the optical

transitions are also split into singlet and triplet states, is one advantage of helium as

spectroscopy gas. This led to further improvements in the CRM for helium [25] which

is crucial for data evaluation.

The principle of the helium line ratio spectroscopy is based on the different

behaviour of the singlet and triplet state population density on changes of ne and Te.

While the triplet state population density peaks at a temperature of Te ≈ 25 eV, the

singlet states have their maximum of the population density at Te ≈ 300 − 500 eV

[13, 27]. Therefore, for high temperatures, the population density of singlet states is

increased relative to triplet states.

The density dependence can by explained by the different type of the dominant

depopulation processes. The population of states with the main quantum number

n ≥ 3 is dominated by electron collisions (∼ ne), whereas the excited state is either

dominantly depopulated by radiation (independent of ne) or by electron collisions

(∼ ne). Consequently, the line ratio of such two states is electron density sensitive.

In general this means that the line intensity ratios of two suitable singlet or triplet lines

combined with a collisional radiative model (CRM) enable the reconstruction of the
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underlying values for the electron density, whereas singlet/triplet ratios yield Te values.

The optical transitions of neutral helium in the visible range are listed in Table 1.

The measured relative emission intensities strongly depend on the plasma density and

temperature as this is the function principle of the diagnostic. The measured intensities

including the error interval which takes these changes into account are compared to the

intensity data from from NIST [28].

All lines are plotted in Figure 1, where the line thickness represents their relative

intensity. Beside the dashed lines, all these wavelengths had been measured in the AUG

by spectroscopy on helium which is locally injected in the deuterium plasma discharges

as explained in the following section.
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Figure 1: He I Grotrian diagram, divided into singlet and triplet states. All lines are

listed in Table 1. The solid drawn lines had been measured within this work.
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Table 1: Optical transitions of He I in the visible spectral range, plotted in Figure 1.

The relative intensities from NIST [28] are compared to the mean measured intensities

where the standard deviation denotes the change of the emission for different plasma

parameters.

wavelength

(nm)
species transition

rel. int.

(NIST)

mean rel. int.

(measured)

388.86 triplet 1s3p - 1s2s 500 −
447.15 triplet 1s4d - 1s2p 200 200± 100

471.31 triplet 1s4s - 1s2p 30 −
492.19 singlet 1s4d - 1s2p 20 70± 30

501.56 singlet 1s3p - 1s2s 100 100± 40

504.77 singlet 1s4s - 1s2p 10 10± 4

587.56 triplet 1s3d - 1s2p 500 2800± 1600

667.81 singlet 1s3d - 1s2p 100 620± 250

706.52 triplet 1s3s - 1s2p 200 590± 360

728.13 singlet 1s3s - 1s2p 50 −

3. Experimental setup

Beside measuring helium line ratios in plasmas with an intrinsic helium content [29] it is

possible to locally inject helium into plasmas to perform active spectroscopy as done in

AUG. The first advantage of helium as spectroscopy gas is its well described electronic

system. The second advantage lies in the ionisation energy of 24.6 eV, which is the

highest first ionisation energy of all atoms. Therefore, neutral helium atoms injected as

a thermal or supersonic beam can penetrate relatively deeply into the plasma.

In AUG a piezo valve based system for the injection of thermal gas beams [26] is

used to locally inject helium into the plasma SOL. The compact valve is placed at the

low field side at the midplane of the vacuum chamber at a major radius of R = 2.23 m.

The gas expands through a thin capillary and expands in a cone shaped gas beam with a

full opening angle of about 40◦ for helium. Regulated by the filling pressure of the valve,

gas fluxes are accessible from 1018 up to 1023 part/s. The gas flux can be modulated

with switch on/off times of ≤ 0.5 ms.

The position of the valve relative to the plasma and the lines of sight (LOS) is represented

in a toroidal cross section of AUG in Figure 2. The endpoint of the capillary for gas

inlet lies protected by a tungsten coated carbon brick 2 cm behind the limiter contour.

The central axis of the gas beam is directed perpendicular to the magnetic flux surfaces.

21 LOS from three optical heads (pictured with three different shades of blue), which

had been optimised for charge-exchange measurements at AUG [30, 31], are almost

tangential to the field lines in the measurement area over the radial range of 4 cm.

To map the measured line integrated intensity of each LOS to a radial position, a forward
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Figure 2: Toroidal cross section of AUG at z = 0.05 m. The LOS, the piezo valve and

a contour plot of the helium density (black - without ionisation, red - with ionisation)

as well as the separatrix (orange, R = 2.12 m) and limiter position are illustrated.

model calculates the spatial origin of the helium emission along each LOS. The helium

beam expansion is modelled based on measurements of the undisturbed gas cloud shape

with a fast camera [26]. In addition to this undisturbed shape which is presented in

Figure 2 by black contour lines, one has to take ionisation effects into account. This

becomes mainly important in the confined region and the near SOL as there the neutral

helium density is attenuated strongly. The calculated shape of the cloud including

ionisation processes in the AUG plasma is presented by red contour lines, representing

the same density values as the black lines.

The radii of maximal emission, marked in Figure 2 by red crosses, and the radial intervals

which cover 68 % of the emission along a LOS are set as radial origin and its error of the

signal, respectively. The radial resolution ranges from 3 mm (outer most LOS, closest

to the gas injection point) to 7 mm (innermost LOS).

For the analysis of the helium emission, the collected light is transmitted from

the optical heads by 400 µm optical fibers (NA = 0.22) to a high through-put f/4

Czerny-Turner spectrometer with a variable spectrometer slit of typically 50 µm, two

objective lenses and a turnable grating with 2400 grooves/mm. The imaging is based

on a Princeton Instruments “ProEM” charge coupled device (CCD) camera with a

512× 512 16 µm pixel chip. This limits the temporal resolution to 2.3 ms (cf. [30, 32]).

The covered wavelength range for one spectrometer setting lies between 14 nm for the

lowest and 7 nm for the highest measured wavelength.

This spectrometer did not cover the highest (728.1 nm) and lowest (388.9 nm)

wavelengths of the discussed He I lines which is the reason for the lack of experimental

data here. The 447.3 nm line was skipped due to the limited number of available plasma

discharges.
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4. Measurement results

4.1. Experimental sequence

In the AUG campaign 2015, six comparable discharges (#32 029 − #32 032, #32 046,

#32 047) had been performed to measure the intensity profiles of seven He I transitions.

Due to the high resolution of the spectrometers (cf. subsection 4.2), one helium line was

measured per discharge, beside the 501.56 and 504.77 nm lines which are close enough

to be measured within one discharge at the same spectrometer setting.

One of the identical discharges is presented in Figure 3. They are designed in a

way to cover a wider range of typical SOL parameters between 1× 1018 m−3 ≤ ne ≤
4× 1019 m−3 and 5 eV ≤ Te ≤ 130 eV. This is enabled by a step wise increase of the

electron cyclotron resonance heating power PECRH, the neutral beam heating power PNBI

(see Figure 3 b)) and the plasma fuelling (Figure 3 c) and d)) during the discharge. The

discharges start in the low confinement mode (L-mode) with a transition to the high

confinement mode (H-mode) at ∼ 3 s, which is accompanied by the appearance of edge

localised modes (ELMs). ELMs are identified by peaks in the divertor shunt current

signal Ii−DIV (Figure 3 e)).

The position of the separatrix at the midplane is given by the parameter Raus (Figure 3

f)). This position is periodically shifted five times (marked by the vertical black lines)

to cover different regions in the plasma with the diagnostics which are spatially fixed

such as the Li- or He-beam or the Thomson scattering diagnostic.

For the helium beam measurements, the piezo valve with a 700 µm capillary was operated

with 50 mbar helium. This leads to a gas flux of 1.68× 1019 part/s, which is around 600

times less than the continuously injected deuterium for plasma fuelling (Figure 3 d)).

The helium beam was pulsed with 10 Hz, leading to puffs with 50 ms duration, where the

downtime was used for background subtraction. The emission time trace of the helium

667.8 nm line is shown Figure 3 g) with two signals from two different radial positions,

dedicated to the inner an outermost LOS as shown in Figure 2. The emission behaviour

is discussed in subsection 4.3.

4.2. Spectral profiles of He I transitions

The experimental equipment used offers a wavelength resolved emission profile for each

line of sight. Although this is not crucial for the helium line ratio technique, the detailed

analysis of the spectral lines helps to identify other emission lines which may disturb the

helium measurements. Elements which are often found in a nuclear fusion device are

hydrogen and its isotopes as main plasma species, carbon and tungsten as plasma wall

materials, boron for wall conditioning, nitrogen and oxygen as impurities from air, or as

nitrogen, neon and argon injected on purpose for seeding experiments or as diagnostic

gases [20].

In the experiments performed, all He I lines could be clearly resolved from other

transitions in the measurement region. The exact wavelengths and measurement ranges
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Figure 3: Experimental timetraces of AUG discharge #32 032. The timetraces show

the plasma current IP, the total stored energy in the plasma WMHD, the neutral

beam injection and electron cyclotron resonance heating power PNBI and PECRH, the

total radiated power Pradtot, the line integrated electron density ne and core electron

temperature Te, the total plasma fuelling with deuterium compared to the diagnostic

He inlet, the shunt current of the inner divertor Ii−DIV, the separatrix position at the

midplane Raus and the measured emission I667.8nm at 667.8 nm of the injected helium at

two radial positions (cf. subsection 4.3).
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are summarised in Table 2 and Figure 4. Beside the very strong Hβ line (as deuterium

was used, it is actually the Dβ line), all additional peaks found are weaker than the

helium lines and can be allocated to W I emission as ASDEX Upgrade is a equipped

with a full tungsten wall.

Table 2: Emission lines close to He I transitions. Beside the very strong Hβ line, all

peaks found in the measurement range can be allocated to W I emission. The presence

of neon (Ne I-II) would mostly interfere with the He I lines.

transition
wavelength

(nm)

discharge

number

measurement

range (nm)
perturbation lines measured (nm)

closest Ne

line [28]

33P→ 23S 388.86 − − − 388.94

43D→ 23P 447.15 32 046 703-710 441.4, 441.6, 446.4, 448.6, 447.15

449.7, 451.0, 451.4

43S→ 23P 471.31 − − − 471.30

41D→ 21P 492.19 32 047 485-498 486.1(Hβ), 491.8, 494.1, 494.5 492.82

31S→ 21S 501.56 32 030 496-509 500.1, 500.5 501.52

41S→ 21P 504.77 32 030 496-509 504.5 504.66

33D→ 23P 587.56 32 031 582-594 none 587.28

31D→ 21P 667.81 32 032 663-671 none 667.82

33S→ 23P 706.52 32 029 703-710 none 706.47

31S→ 21P 728.13 − − − 724.52

Figure 4: Measured spectra λrel of He I lines where the central wavelength λc of the

transitions correspond to λrel = 0. The data are a time averaged mean of all LOS during

the He puffs. The strongest signal which corresponds to the 587 nm line is divided by

ten.

The presence of nitrogen would not disturb the measurements. If a filter based system
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instead of spectrometers is used for the measurements, it is of particular interest that

all nitrogen lines for λ ≥ 587 nm are separated more than 1.1 nm from the He I lines,

respectively.

In contrast to nitrogen, the presence of noble gases as neon and argon would mostly

interfere with the exclusive measurement of He I lines. The highest distance (in brackets)

of He I lines to Ne lines show the 728.1 nm (3.6 nm), 492 nm (0.6 nm), 587 nm (0.3 nm),

504 nm (0.1 nm) and 388 nm (0.08 nm) lines. These could still be resolved with a high

resolution spectrometer. Nevertheless the Zeeman splitting of the lines have to be taken

into account so that some of these lines cannot be distinguished anymore.

The Zeeman splitting for example splits the 31D → 21P transition into 9 allowed

transitions where the σ+ and σ− lines are separated by 0.08 nm at a magnetic field

of 2 T at the measurement position (cf. Figure 5). The angle between the magnetic field

and the observation direction was around 5◦ which let the π lines nearly vanish.

Figure 5 shows that the measured spectral profile fits the predictions by a forward

modelling taking the spectrometer function and the Zeeman splitting into account.
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Figure 5: Spectrum of the He I 667.8 nm line, measured in the AUG discharge #32 167

with the outermost LOS. Compared to a forward modelling taking the spectrometer

function and the Zeeman splitting into account.

Comparing the line intensities before the first, during and after the last helium puff,

as done in Figure 6, shows on the one hand the very good signal-to-noise ratio during

helium puffs and on the other hand the fast depletion of neutral helium in the SOL.

This had also been confirmed in [26], by showing that the influence of the helium puffing

onto the global helium content in the plasma core lies in the order of 0.1 %, which does

not affect the plasma performance.

As detailed analysis of the inner divertor shunt current Ii−DIV (cf. Figure 3 for an

overview timetrace) shows that the helium puffs had no influence on the ELM behaviour.

As ELMs react very sensitively to perturbations of the plasma edge region this is an

additional indicator that the operation of the piezo valve with low helium fluxes causes

neglegible disturbance.

In the subsequent analysis only the total line emission intensities are of interest and the

integral value of the helium peaks was taken. This region of interest is shown as the
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highlighted region in Figure 6 for the 667.8 nm line.
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Figure 6: Spectrum of the He I 667.8 nm line in logarithmic scale as a mean of all LOS

(AUG #32 167), comparing the signal before, during and directly after He puffs.

4.3. Helium emission intensity time traces from L- to H-mode

The intensity time trace of the examplarily chosen He I singlet transition at 667.8 nm is

shown in Figure 3 g) for two different radial positions. The first is the separatrix position

at R = 2.12 m (at the height z = 0.05 m, where the valve is located), the second is lying

in the far scrape-off layer at R = 2.16 m, with 6 cm distance to the helium injection

point. The fifty 50 ms helium puffs with a duty cycle of 100 ms are clearly visible for all

measurement locations.

Note that the emission intensity in L-mode (at the beginning of the discharge) is highest

in the confined region of the plasma (R ≤ 2.125 m), although the neutral helium density

is higher in the far SOL. The reason for this is that the excitation of the neutral helium

is much more efficient at the temperatures in the separatrix region, compared to that

at the low temperatures in the far SOL.

In H-mode this effect is compensated by increasing SOL temperatures (probably due to

warm filaments, which cannot be resolved in the present setup) on the one hand, which

lead to an increased emission at R = 2.16 m, and by the increasing amount of ionisation

of the injected helium in the confined region on the other hand, which decreases the

number of neutral helium atoms.

As temperature and density are increased step wise during the discharge, the ionisation

losses gain more and more importance, as the emission drop in the separatrix region

shows. The high ionisation in the confined region is pronounced by the Raus scans which

are indicated by the five vertical lines in the subplots f) and g) of Figure 3. At these

times, the position of the separatrix is shifted closer to the plasma wall so that the

measurement points are shifted more towards the plasma centre, where the density of

neutral helium is strongly decreased by ionisation and thus the total emission intensity

is decreased, too.

During H-mode, the Raus scans do not influence the emission intensity in the far SOL.
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The reason for this is that the electron density and temperature profiles (cf. Section 6)

do not show steep gradients in this region. Furthermore, ionisation does not influence

the neutral density strongly in the far SOL as shown in Figure 2.

Regarding the emission time traces, it is clear that the intensity variation within

the single puffs is strongly increased in H-mode with respect to L-mode. This emission

variation is caused by ELMs which directly influence the electron temperature and

density in the measurement region and thus lead to a changed helium emission. The

time resolution of 2.3 ms is not sufficient to resolve single ELMs. To achieve comparable

results, only measurement points in between ELMs were taken into account for the time

averaged signals which are used for the radial profiles.

4.4. Radial profiles of He I transitions in L- and H-mode

The information from each line of sight can be mapped to a radial position as shown

in section 3. Taking all LOS together leads to radial profiles as shown in Figure 7 for

the L-mode phase and in Figure 8 for an H-mode phase with high deuterium fuelling

and high heating power. The intensity values of all optical transitions are time averaged

over the ELM free points in the denoted time spans with constant plasma parameters.

The separatrix position (ρpol = 1.0) is given by the vertical black lines. This line divides

the confined region (to the left of the line) and the SOL (to the right of the line) of the

plasma. The helium is injected from right to left starting at a radius of R = 2.23 m.
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Figure 7: Radial profile of the absolute emission intensity of He I transition in

logarithmic scale (blue - singlet, red - triplet) for an AUG L-mode discharge (#32 029−
32 032, #32 046 and #32 047, t = 2.17− 2.37 s).

Also the neutral helium density decreases from right to left due to geometrical dilution

and ionisation losses, the total emission intensity in L-mode increases towards the plasma

center. This is explained with the more efficient excitation at higher temperatures. In
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Figure 8: Radial profile of the absolute emission intensity of He I transition in

logarithmic scale (blue - singlet, red - triplet) for an AUG H-mode discharge (#32 029−
32 032, #32 046 and #32 047, t = 6.34− 6.57 s).

H-mode, however, beam attenuation via ionisation dominates towards the center leading

to a decreased total emission, as discussed earlier.

In L-mode the singlet line emission profiles (blue) are mainly increasing continuously

towards the plasma center whereas the triplet lines (red) are peaking already in the

SOL region. The reason for this difference is the different temperature behaviour of the

population density of singlet and triplet lines as explained in section 2. The population

density of singlet lines peaks at Te ≈ 300 − 500 eV which is far in the confined region,

whereas the population density of triplet lines peaks at Te ≈ 25 eV which lies in the

SOL [13]. This also causes the steeper decrease in the H-mode of triplet line emission

compared to singlet line emission. By taking the intensity ratio of two lines the absolute

intensity, which is proportional to the neutral helium density, cancels out. The line ratio

thus only reflects the changes of Te and ne.

5. Feasible He I line ratios for ne and Te measurements

From four measured He I singlet line intensities and three measured triplet intensities

one can calculate 21 different ratios, distributed into 12 singlet/triplet, 6 singlet/singlet

and 3 triplet/triplet ratios.

These ratios were tested regarding their suitability for ne and Te evaluation for different

plasma scenarios in AUG. These scenarios were realised in repeated AUG discharges

(cf. Figure 3) by a step wise increase of plasma heating and plasma fuelling. Five time

periods with constant plasma parameters in each discharge were investigated.

As the temperature as well as the density of the plasma strongly decay in the scrape-off

layer, the measured ratios should show a strong dependence on the plasma radius (cf.
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Figure 14). This is a necessary criterion for the usability of the given ratio as ne or

Te diagnostic. Furthermore a high intensity of both transitions of the ratio would be

preferable to enable fast measurements.

To rate the ratios according to these criteria, their relative variation in the

investigated radial range, i.e. max/min, is compared. This value, together with the

absolute maximum and minimum values of all ratios along the radius are given in

Table A1 for the L-mode and first H-mode timespan. The given relative intensity is

averaged over the radius and corresponds to the intensity of the weaker line of the ratio

with respect to the weakest intensity of all lines for all measured plasma scenarios.

Furthermore, the relative variation of all ratios is plotted in the left subfigure of Figure 9

for all singlet/triplet (s/t) ratios and in the right subfigure for s/s and t/t ratios for five

different plasma scenarios. The ratios are ordered by the intensity of the weaker line of

the ratio.

Figure 9: Comparison of the radial dependence of Te sensitive line ratios (left) and ne

sensitive line ratios (right) for five dedicated time periods during the AUG discharge (cf.

Figure 3). The legend shows the total heating power Ptot as well as the plasma fuelling

Ṅ with deuterium. The ratios are ordered by decreasing intensity of the weaker line of

the ratio. Two asterisks denote the usability of the ratio for ne or Te evaluation, one

asterisk denotes a general segregated ne or Te dependence.

In general the values of s/t ratios show a stronger change along the radius compared to

s/s or t/t ratios. Furthermore, the change of the ratio along the radius is highest for the

first H-mode timespan for most of the Te dependent ratios (cf. Figure 9, left). The reason

is that the temperature decrease around the separatrix is higher in H-mode compared

to L-mode, which leads to a higher temperature range. With increasing plasma heating

and fuelling this effect is compensated as the temperatures are still high in the far SOL

(cf. [33]), which leads to a smaller variation of the ratios.

Beside the radial dependence of the ratio, an additional criterion for application

as diagnostic is that the ratio depends on changes in Te or in ne but not in both

simultaneously. Moreover, the translation into Te and ne values is only possible, if
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the measured ratio can be predicted with the CRM.

The fulfilment of these two criteria is denoted with asterisks in Figure 9. The ratio is

rated with one asterisk if the Te and ne dependencies are clearly separated in the CRM

and with two asterisks if in addition the absolute value of the measured ratio matches

roughly the predictions of the CRM.

The traditionally used density dependent ratio is the 667/728 (s/s) ratio [15].

Figure 9 (right) shows that especially the 504.8 nm transition is well suited to replace

the 728.1 nm line. Both transitions change the total orbital momentum by ∆L = +1

and both corresponding upper states are mainly depopulated by electron collisions. In

contrast to that, the upper states of singlet transitions with ∆L = −1 are mainly

depopulated by radiation [13]. So it can be concluded that s/s ratios are best suitable

for density evaluation if one transition shows ∆L = +1 and the other ∆L = −1.

However also the 41D state, which is the upper state of the 492.2 nm line, is partially

depopulated by electron collisions. This could enable this transition to be also used for

ne reconstruction in combination with the 667.8 nm line.

As an example for an ne dependent ratio including the 504.8 nm line, the Te and ne

dependent value of the 501/504 (s/s) ratio is plotted in Figure 10 for three different

CRMs. The left subplot shows the predictions of the CRM included in ADAS using

the ‘pec96#he pju#he0.dat’ data set [34]. Here the single excited levels are treated as

individual up to n = 4. Before the ionisation state which is treated as loss term, one

bundled state is added. This state gets populated by collisions from lower states and

itself can populate lower states again, described by the so called bundle-n approach [35].
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Figure 10: Comparison of the Te and ne behaviour of the 501/504 (s/s) ratio for

three different CRMs. The left is the CRM implemented in ADAS [34], the middle

is the hybrid code from [25] with high Rydberg states included, the right is the same

code from [25], but without the high Rydberg states. The absolute number of these

predicted values for the ratio can be compared to the experimental values in Table A1

and Figure 14.

The predicted values of the ADAS CRM are in agreement with the predictions done
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by the hybrid code by Muñoz Burgos et al. [25], which includes high Rydberg (Ry)

states up to n = 500, although this high number of states is physically not possible.

The spikes of the line ratios at low temperature can be explained by the resonances of

the electron-impact excitation cross-sections calculated using both the R-Matrix, and

R-Matrix with Pseudo-States (RMPS) methods [36].

The same hybrid code without high Rydberg states included stops at n = 4 and directly

considers every higher excitation as ionisation. The predictions without high Ry states

deliver significantly lower numbers of the ratio, which means that the population of the

41S state is overestimated with respect to the 31P state. Therefore an ne reconstruction

is not possible without the high Ry states as the measured values of the ratio up to 16

would lead to unreasonable high densities.

Nevertheless, the ADAS model as well as the hybrid code with Ry lead to well suitable

density profiles if the 504.8 nm lines is used, as shown in section 6. The disadvantage

of the 504.8 nm line is that it is the weakest of all He I lines and therefore not suitable

for fast measurements. For a time resolution of 2.3 ms however, the absolute emission

intensity was sufficient for all measured helium lines.

Beside s/s ratios, t/t ratios should also show a distinct ne dependence. The 587/706

(t/t) ratio is the triplet counterpart to the classically used s/s ratio. Its advantage

is the strong emission of both involved lines. Also this t/t ratio shows a general ne

dependence, the overall value of the measured ratio does not match the predictions

of the CRMs which are shown in Figure 11. The predictions without high Ry states

deliver significantly higher numbers of the ratio, which means that the population of

the 33D state is overestimated in respect to the 33S state. The discrepancy between the

models becomes higher with rising density. Also the separation of the lines with the

same number for the ratio grows with rising temperature. This means that the ratio

becomes less sensitive to ne changes. Reversed this means that small changes of the

measured ratio now yield higher changes of the calculated density. Nevertheless, the

overall measured values of the ratio (cf. Table A1) are smaller than the predictions,

which lead to significantly too low electron densities (cf. Figure 17).

To achieve a strong temperature dependence, ratios between singlet and triplet lines

are used, with the classical combination being the 706/728 (t/s) ratio. This general Te
dependence leads in most of the (s/t) ratios to a strong change of their value along the

plasma radius as shown in Figure 9 (left). As an example for a clearly separated Te
dependence, the 501/587 (s/t) ratio is plotted in Figure 12 as a comparison of the three

CRMs. Again the discrepancy between the ADAS code and the hybrid code with Ry

is the smallest, although the differences are more prominent than in the comparison of

ratios from the same species. Together with the absolute value of the measured ratio

from Table A1 and Figure 14 which lies in the range of 0.01-0.11, one can see that

in this case the hybrid code without high Ry is best suitable to describe the data (cf.

Figure 15) as separatrix temperatures between 30 and 50 eV for L-modes and 100 eV

for the H-mode are assumed [37].

The discrepancy of the results in respect to the number of considered Rydberg
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Figure 11: Comparison of the Te and ne behaviour of the 587/706 (t/t) ratio for three

different CRMs.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the Te and ne behaviour of the 501/587 (s/t) ratio for three

different CRMs.

states strongly depends on the ne and Te range as well as on the chosen ratio. A direct

comparison of the photon emission coefficient of all states shows that especially all lines

starting from an n = 4 level are highly affected by the treatment of the Rydberg states.

On the one hand, the photo emission coefficient and thus the population density of all

n = 4 states is overestimated for the hybrid code without high Rydberg states with

respect to the ADAS results. On the other hand the inclusion of states up to n = 500

leads to a lower population density compared to ADAS. From this general result one

cannot directly conclude which model describes the physics best. In fact one has to

assume that dependent on the electron density different treatments of the Rydberg

states may be necessary, especially because highly excited Rydberg states in the high

ne range may be physically impossible [25].

Beside the n = 4 states also the other states are affected by the Rydberg state treatment

(cf. Figure 11). Mostly the population density of all states is overestimated without the

high Rydberg states, also the amount depends strongly on the specific state and the ne
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and Te region. This can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11 where the results are closest

for small ne values.

In addition to the treatment of high Rydberg states it can be seen that the predicted

emission intensities within one model are not consistent for different line ratios. This is

shown in section 6, Figure 17 where several ratios are used to calculate ne and Te profiles.

Especially problematic is the temperature evaluation where ratios between singlet and

triplet lines are formed and thus the singlet-triplet mixture is from highest importance.

Several parameters as the initial energy of the helium atoms or the species dependent

ionisation or charge-exchange (CX) losses may affect the s/t mixture. Whereas [38]

shows that helium-deuteron CX losses can be neglected compared to electron-impact

ionisation, the species dependent rate coefficients for CX between He+ and hydrogen

isotopes (cf. [39]) may contribute as additional population channel which favours triplet

state population. This mostly would lead to higher temperatures evaluated from s/t

ratios in regions where neutral hydrogen is present.

As one of the best suitable examples for line ratio pairs, the contour plot in Figure 13

shows the values of the 501/504 (s/s) ne and the 501/587 (s/t) Te sensitive ratio,

exemplarily as result of the static CRM based on ADAS data and routines [34].
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Figure 13: Temperature and density dependence of the s/t line ratio 501/587 (red,

dashed) and the s/s line ratio 501/504 (black, solid). The data are based on the ADAS

data set ‘pec96#he pju#he0.dat’ [34].

Together with the measured line ratios in Figure 14, this grid can be used in a static

approach, assuming a local equilibrium, to translate the measured ratio into temperature

and density values as done in the next section where also the time dependent approach

[25] is discussed.
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Figure 14: Radial profile of the 501/504 (s/s) ne and the 501/587 (s/t) Te sensitive

ratio. Data from AUG discharges #32 030 and #32 031 for L-mode, in the time span of

2.14-2.37 s.

6. Comparison of ne and Te profiles

In the simplest approach for profile evaluation, Figure 13 can be used as a look up table

to translate the measured value pairs of the ratios from Figure 14 in a static way into

ne and Te data. In some cases this method is limited by the relatively long relaxation

times of the triplet 3S metastable term of helium which populates the triplet spin system.

To handle this effect, a time dependent analytical solution, called the hybrid code (cf.

[25]), was developed which models the time dependent population density of the two

spin systems. In contrast to the static approach, this method takes care of the spatial

distance between the measurement points. By adding the helium propagation velocity,

the code considers the history along the helium trajectory for the proper distribution

into single and triplet states. This mainly affects the electron temperature sensitive line

ratios.
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Figure 15: L-mode temperature profile in AUG discharge #32 030, t = 2.14 − 2.37 s.

Compared are the results from the 501/587 ratio calculated with three CRMs. The

hybrid model with and without high Ry and the ADAS CRM.
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Looking at the Te sensitive line ratio in Figure 14 one can see that the ratio rises again for

higher radii, caused by the long relaxation times for small electron densities. Translating

this measured ratio in a static way into electron temperature values as done in Figure 15

with the ADAS data set, leads to a temperature profile which rises also again at higher

radii. This nonphysical effect can be mostly compensated by applying the hybrid code,

as also shown in [25].

L-mode H-mode

a) b)

Figure 16: Density profile in AUG discharge #32 030, for a) the L-mode at t =

2.14− 2.37 s, and b) the H-mode at t = 3.34− 3.57 s. The reconstructed profiles out of

the 501/504 ratio with the hybrid model with Ry and the ADAS code are compared to

the Li-beam data.

For the electron density, the hybrid code delivers comparable results to the ADAS model

in both, L- and H-mode cases (cf. Figure 16). The results are in both cases in excellent

agreement with the Li-beam data as reference. Nevertheless, this good agreement is

only achieved with the 504/667 and the 501/504 ratios as plotted in Figure 17. The

remaining three ratios with a general ne dependence deliver significantly too low or too

high values. This shows that different ratios are not described in a self consistent way,

also the models deliver consistent results within one chosen ratio for the density.

For electron temperature sensitive line ratios, the models also coincide for one fixed

ratio within the error bars and under consideration of the time dependent effects in

the far SOL for small ne and Te values, as shown in Figure 15. In regions of high

temperate and density however, a significant discrepancy between the models is found.

This discrepancy arises from the different number and treatment of Rydberg states in

the models. To handle this effect, a revised handling of the Rydberg states is necessary

as discussed in section 5. Compared to the data of the Thomson scattering diagnostic,

the model without the high Ry states delivers the best results in the high temperature

region.
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7. Summary and conclusion

A thermal helium beam diagnostic based on a piezo valve and a spectrometer setup

was implemented to the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak. This enabled a comprehensive

measurement of spatially resolved He I emission lines in the edge region of a fusion

plasma. The aim of this study is the selection of suitable ratios in combination with a

proper collisional-radiative model (CRM) to describe electron density and temperature

profiles. Seven measured lines and thus 21 different ratios allowed a comparison of

different CRMs and their underlying processes and assumptions. It is shown that the

state of art CRMs are not able to describe all measured lines in a consistent way and

that the calculated temperature and density profiles strongly depend on the chosen

ratio. Especially a better treatment of highly excited Rydberg states as well as the

additional charge-exchange process of He+ and neutral hydrogen might be necessary to

achieve more consistent results. The shown comparison based on experimental values is

an excellent basis for the improvement of the CRM. Therefore these additional processes

will be analysed and implemented in the next version of the hybrid code.

Consistently within the existing CRMs, especially the 504/667 and the 501/504 (s/s)

ratios are best suitable for electron density evaluation with an excellent agreement to

the lithium beam diagnostic at AUG. For the electron temperature the 501/587 (s/t)

ratio is useful although the discrepancy between the CRMs is not fully resolved.

Nevertheless is has been shown that the brilliant signal level will allow faster

measurements in the future without increasing the amount of injected helium. The

small amount of necessary diagnostic gas does not lead to a measurable disturbance of

the plasma. This will allow continuous and simultaneous measurements of the electron

temperature and density to resolve filaments in the plasma edge region with a high
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spacial and temporal resolution.

Therefore and for the ongoing use of the helium line ratio technique as a standard

diagnostic at ASDEX Upgrade, several hardware improvements were undertaken. A

new optical head improves the spatial resolution up to 3 mm. A newly designed

multichromator system allows the simultaneous measurement of four wavelength with

32 channels and a temporal resolution up to 900 kHz. This should enable the diagnostic

system to study turbulent transport in the edge region of AUG.
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Appendix A. Values for all measured line ratios.
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Table A1: Comparison of all measured line ratios for the first two time intervals in

Figure 3. The maximum and minimum value of the ratios along the measured radius is

given. The column with the value for max/min shows the dependence of the given ratios

for changes of Te and ne along the radius. The absolute emission intensity of the weaker

line of a ratio limits the possible time resolution of measurements. Thus the relative

intensity of the transitions with respect to the weakest line is given. The intensity is

averaged along the radial profile for each time interval.

L-mode: 2.14-2.37 s H-mode: 3.34-3.57 s

line

ratio

spin

type

max

ratio

min

ratio

max/

min

rel

int

max

ratio

min

ratio

max/

min

rel

int

447/492 t / s 5.24 1.61 3.25 7 4.84 1.22 3.98 8

447/501 t / s 6.64 1.03 6.47 9 6.59 0.65 10.1 10

447/504 t / s 24.1 15.2 1.59 1 34.1 10.3 3.31 1

447/587 t / t 0.14 0.06 2.20 21 0.09 0.06 1.50 25

447/667 t / s 0.87 0.16 5.51 21 0.81 0.10 7.96 25

447/706 t / t 0.58 0.26 2.23 21 0.46 0.28 1.63 25

492/501 s / s 1.31 0.62 2.11 7 1.36 0.53 2.55 8

492/504 s / s 9.42 4.55 2.07 1 8.49 6.82 1.24 1

492/587 s / t 0.07 0.02 3.57 7 0.05 0.02 2.71 8

492/667 s / s 0.17 0.10 1.70 7 0.17 0.08 2.02 8

492/706 s / t 0.36 0.06 6.25 7 0.38 0.06 6.47 8

501/504 s / s 14.8 3.62 4.09 1 15.9 5.18 3.07 1

501/587 s / t 0.11 0.02 6.79 9 0.10 0.01 6.83 10

501/667 s / s 0.16 0.12 1.35 9 0.16 0.12 1.29 10

501/706 s / t 0.56 0.05 12.3 9 0.71 0.04 16.5 10

504/587 s / t 0.01 0.00 2.15 1 0.01 0.00 2.23 1

504/667 s / s 0.04 0.01 3.47 1 0.02 0.01 2.45 1

504/706 s / t 0.04 0.01 3.04 1 0.04 0.01 5.37 1

587/667 t / s 7.79 1.45 5.37 61 8.74 1.63 5.37 66

587/706 t / t 5.57 2.13 2.61 66 7.48 3.07 2.44 75

667/706 s / t 3.64 0.35 10.4 61 4.54 0.35 12.9 66
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